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Introduction : 

                 On  the  occasion  of  the  140th  Birth  Anniversary  of  Sardar  

Vallabhbhai  patel  on 31st  October  2015 , the  prime  Minister  of  India , 

Narendra  Modi , announced  “ EK Bharat  Shreshtha  Bharat Scheme ’’. India 

is a unique nation, whose fabric has been woven by diverse linguistic, 

cultural and religious threads, held together into a composite national 

identity by a rich history of cultural evolution, coupled with a rousing 

freedom struggle that was built around the tenets of non-violence and 

justice. 

Ek Bharat  Shreshtha  Bharat -  

 

 

A  tribute  to  Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel .  

 



                 Sardar  Vallabhbhai  Patel  was  the  first  Deputy  Prime  Minister  of  

India  who  also  served  as  the  home  Minister  of  the  Union  of  India  post  

independence.  He  played  a  vital  role  in  convincing  the  565  princely  

states  to  concede  to  the  union  of  India . This  exceptional  feat  earned  

Sardar  Vallabhbhai  Patel  the  sobriquer.   

“ The  iron  Man  of  India’’. 

 

The  India  of  today  - People  from  different  cultural  and  religious  origins ,  

united  under  the  flag  and  one  nation;  is  due  to  the  vision  and  labor  of  

Sardar  patel.  There fore , on  his  birthday  the  prime  Minister  announced  

“EK Bharat  Shreshtha  Bharat ’’  to  pay  tribute  to  the  Iron  man  of  India.  

Objectives  of  EK Bharat  Shreshtha  Bharat  

                     The  main  objective  of  the  scheme  is  to  promote  national  

integration  among  the  people  of  different  states  and  union  Territories , 

by  holding  mutual  cultural  exchange  programs  from  time  to  time. 

                   It  also  aims  to  promote  an  atmosphere  of  mutual  learning  

between  the  states  &  union  Territories. 

 



EK  Bharat  Shreshtra  Bharat 

We  are  celebrated  EK  Bharat  Shrestha  Bharat  programme  in  our  

School.  We  conducted  online  Quiz  to  VI  to  IX  Class  Students .  Students  

were  enjoy to participated in the  quizprogramme&  they  know  Punjab  

state  culture ,  tradition  &  language.  Students  were  learn  Punjabi  

alphabets , words  &  sentences  &  script .   Students  were  understanding  

Punjabi  language.  Students  do  Punjabi  traditional  dance. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



In June Month we are creating one whatsap group to interact 

with the students in holiday’s time.  We are giving instructions to 

our students on EK Bharat Shreshtra Bharat program .Our  

Students  are  actively  participated  in  the  online  quizprogram  

under  the  EK  Bharat  Shreshtra  Bharat  from  phase  - 1  to   till 

now. Hear we are giving some of the screen shots of our students 

are participated in online quiz program. 

 

    

 

  



   Our  Students  are  activity  participated  in  the  learning  

of   Punjab  language  under  the  EK  Bharat   Shreshtra  

Bharat  . 

 

               

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Our  Students  are  actively  participated  in  the  

drawingcompetition of   EK  Bharat   Shreshtra  Bharat  . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Our  Students  are  actively   participated  in  the Punjabi  

folkdance  part  of   the  EK  Bharat   Shreshtra  Bharat  . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Our  Students  prepared  the  Punjab  State 8 Famous cities    

Scrap Book with  colors in the  part  of   the  EK  Bharat   

Shreshtra  Bharat  . 

 

In Punjab  Important G.K Bits Speech  

 

 

 



     

       

    



     

 



Conclusion: 
          EK  Bharat  Shreshtra  Bharat  is  an  ambitious  Scheme  that  seeks  to  

further  strengthen  the  existing  unity  among  diverse  cultural  &  religious  

groups  of  India. 

In  addition, it launched an initiative to boost the cultural  connection 

between  the  states  and  union territories  of  the  country.  Furthermore , it  

helps  people  to  enhance their  interaction  with  the  people  of  a  different  

region  of  the  country. 


